July 14-17 Enid High School

Cost:
Single 1 Day Methodology 3 Class $125.00
Single 2 Day Advanced Class $300.00
Methodology/4 Day Class/ 2 x 2 Day Advanced Classes $500.00

T – F (4 Day)
Methodology 2: PK-12

T (1 Day)
Methodology 3: PK-12

W (1 Day)
Methodology 3: PK-12

Support Session 1
Wednesday Only

Support Session 2
Thursday Only

T & W
Discipline! Mastering Best Practices: PK-12
First Eight Days: PK-12

Th & F
Engaging the Brain for Learner Success: PK-12
The Vigorous and Rigorous Classroom: 2-6
**Discipline! Mastering Best Practices: PK-12**
Instructors: Susan Early

Investigate ways to set the ideal tone in your classroom through “Positive Discipline,” learn how the brain influences behavior, and examine classroom management strategies. This session will also give you an expanded understanding of the Seven Keys to Discipline, teaching methods based on Kohlberg’s levels of intrinsic motivation, and techniques for dealing with the hard-to-reach student. We will focus on teaching from the heart and being proactive with discipline techniques that stop misbehaviors before they become a problem. Come and develop ideas to put into your class the first day of school to make sure your classroom has a WIN/WIN atmosphere! Areas of Focus: Classroom Management, Differentiated Instruction, and Critical Thinking Skills.

**Engaging the Brain for Learner Success: PK-12**
Instructors: Susan Early

Participate in the eight most important ways to transition students’ brains for different kinds of learning. Eric Jensen’s techniques for managing students’ states will be explored and practiced so you will be ready to take these tools back to your classroom and implement them immediately. Manage students’ emotional states and thereby achieve success in meeting your teaching objectives. Areas of Focus: Classroom Management and All Subject Areas.

**First Eight Days: PK-12**
Instructor: Chelsea Blackburn

Start your school year off RIGHT with The First 8 Days. Come ready to get reenergized for the new school year and learn strategies to implement into the first two weeks of school that will revolutionize the way your classroom operates. Establish climate early, new ways to review rules and procedures, teambuilders, the GE Practice Implementation plan and more are in store!

**Methodology 2: PK-12**
Instructor: Various

This class offers a fresh look at all 17 practices and how to “put the puzzle together” in deeper implementation. The class will include more structures to easily implement into your instruction to improve not only your implementation of GE, but also enhance your overall instruction.
Methodology 3: PK-12
Instructor: Various

An energetic and inspirational advanced course for educators who have previously attended both GE Methodology I and II. A one-day course, this class provides GE educators with a plethora of new structures, ideas, and activities to incorporate immediately in the classroom/building. It is a time to Review and Revisit the 17 practices as well as Reconnect with colleagues and Rejuvenate your passion for both teaching and learning.

Support Class Year 1
Instructor: Lisa Whitwell

Great Expectations? What is it? The presenter will use engaging, exciting, and interactive activities to teach components of Great Expectations so that participants will be able to assist in implementing at their school. Participants will receive a Great Expectations Support Notebook.

Support Class Year 2
Instructor: Lisa Whitwell

What are some strategies that I can use to help me when I am on duty or assisting in the classroom? 7 Keys to Discipline, Low & High Self-Esteem, and Changing Dialog are topics discussed in this class. GE components will be reviewed and applied to new learning. Participants will need to bring their GE Notebook with them.

The Vigorous and Rigorous Classroom: PK-12
Instructor: Chelsea Blackburn

Get students moving and talking academically in your everyday lessons! This course will provide you with a plethora of ideas that are adaptable to most any content area. An emphasis will be placed on vocabulary and cooperative learning structures. Your bum will never be numb and your brain will be on fire with activities to get your students learning!